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Introduction
Single core ionisation of matter has been extensively studied and electron binding energies and photoionisation cross-sections have been determined for numerous atoms and molecules. Several books have been written on the subject including the two ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis) books from the 1960's [1, 2] . Double (and multiple) core ionisation is less well known, and data for atoms and molecules are still rather sparse, since such investigations are much more difficult to carry out experimentally. It is with the advent of highly efficient coincidence methods for electron detection that such studies have become possible in a systematic manner.
This study of double photoionisation of the OCS molecule aims at providing some fundamental data on the core level electronic states as well as on secondary processes occurring upon the creation of the highly excited dicationic states. The electron configuration of the neutral ground state of OCS may in this perspective be written (following electron binding energies)
S1s
2 O1s 2 C1s 2 S2s 2 S2p 6 (inner valence shells)(outer valence shells).
The inner shell orbitals involved in the study are essentially atomic-like and we therefore use atomic labels for characterization as is generally done in such cases, and has been done particularly in recent studies of the NO and N 2 O [3] and NH 3 , CH 4 and H 2 CO [4] molecules. The investigation incorporates all the "core orbitals" except S1s, for which the synchrotron radiation photon energy range available was insufficient for double photoionisation. Multi-electron coincidence data have been obtained from which double core ionisation energies have been determined, and comparisons with the corresponding single core ionisation energies are made. In all cases except for the S2p shell a single electronic state arises upon double ionisation. For S2p three dicationic states, 3 P, 1 D and 1 S, (using the atomic labels), are expected.
The secondary processes, in which the inner shell holes are filled by electrons from outer shells, release additional electrons in Auger transitions. These electrons are detected as well, and are used to derive associated Auger spectra by coincidence analysis. In the method used, four electrons were detected in coincidence, two fairly slow electrons from the photoionisation process, and two fast Auger electrons. The
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The Auger processes are labeled as in previous studies as DCH → CVV (first transition) and CVV → VVVV (second transition). DCH means double core hole state, CVV means a state carrying one core hole and two valence vacancies, and VVVV means four vacancies in the valence region.
To provide theoretical support for the interpretation of the Auger spectra, CASSCF (complete active space self-consistent field) and CASCI (configuration interaction) calculations were performed of the Auger kinetic energies and intensities using a theoretical procedure as described previously for calculations of related Auger spectra in Refs. [3, 4] .
Experimental details
The experimental studies were carried out at the soft-X-ray undulator beamline U49/2 PGM-2 at the electron storage ring BESSY-II in Berlin using the previously described Time-Of-Flight PhotoElectron-PhotoElectron COincidence (TOF-PEPECO) technique [5, 6] , which is based on the 'magnetic bottle' principle [7] . Briefly, photoionisation occurs in the region where an effusive target gas jet from a hollow needle of about 1 mm inner diameter crosses the photon beam in the presence of a strong magnetic field produced by a permanent magnet giving a divergent field of approximately 0.7 T. This field reflects and directs almost all emitted electrons into a 2.2 m long flight tube, where they follow the homogeneous field lines of a weak (10 -3 T) solenoid. The Lorentz force causes the emitted electrons to spiral around these magnetic field lines up to the end of the flight tube, where they impinge on a microchannel plate detector containing three plates in Z-stack configuration.
After discrimination, the electron signals are recorded by a multi-channel, multi-hit, time-to-digital converter card in a local computer. The converter also registers timing signals from the storage ring. The storage ring was operated in single bunch mode, The sample gases were obtained commercially with a stated purity of > 99.6 %. The purity was checked throughout the studies by recordings of photoelectron spectra.
Theoretical details
Auger spectra were calculated as based on the two-step Auger decay mechanism of the DCH state previously described in Ref. [4] . The relative Auger intensities were evaluated using Wenzel's formula with the fullvalence CASCI wave functions of the DCH, CVV and VVVV states. The twoelectron integrals involving the Auger electron orbital were approximated using the population of MOs [4, 11] . Further detail of the calculation procedure is described in Ref. [4] .
The energies and wave functions of the DCH, CVV, and VVVV states were evaluated at the experimental equilibrium geometries of the neutral OCS molecule [12] . We used C 2v symmetry in the calculations, although the geometries of this molecule correspond to C ∞v symmetry. The cc-pVTZ basis set [13] was employed. As active orbitals in the CASSCF and CASCI calculations, we used a total of 12 valence orbitals for the OCS molecule. Important orbitals such as σ, σ*, π, and π* are all included in this active orbital space. The O1s, C1s, S1s, S2s and S2p core orbitals were kept frozen during all the CASSCF orbital optimizations, using those obtained by the Hartree-Fock calculation on the neutral molecule. Spin-orbit interaction was not considered in this work. The CASSCF calculations were performed using the MOLPRO program package [14] , while the SCATCI module in the UK R-matrix codes [15] was used for the CASCI calculations.
Results and discussion
Time-of-flight coincidence spectra associated with double core ionisation of the OCS molecule have been recorded using the apparatus described in the experimental section. These spectra show the total coincidence intensity as a function of the sum of the energies of the two electrons emitted in the primary process initiated by the incident photon. The double ionisation energies, DIE, are given in Table 1 . For the purpose of systematic comparison, the corresponding single ionisation energies, denoted IE and taken from Refs. [16, 17] , are included in Table 1 whereas the calculated energy is 1168.5 eV. The experimental value was obtained as the energy difference between 1300 eV and the sum of the kinetic energies of the two emitted photoelectrons, 128 eV. The DIE is thus found to be 2.17 times the energy for O1s single ionisation (540.28 eV) [16] , which is very close to the ratio between DIE and IE of core levels obtained for other small molecules [3] . A similar increase in ionization energy has been found for small molecules also when comparing valence energies, but in these cases a correction is needed for the Coulomb interaction between the delocalized holes [18] . The value of 2.17 is in fact the same as was obtained for the oxygen atom of the NO and N 2 O molecules [3] . In both double and single ionisation, the O1s binding energy is lower for OCS than for NO and N 2 O. This can be understood in terms of the lower electronegativity of both carbon and sulphur than for the nitrogen atom. The results also reinforce previous observations and Another observation is that in the O1s spectrum the well-defined line is accompanied by an underlying broad structure. Much of the intensity is attributed to accidental coincidences with possible contributions of shake-up and shake-off processes in the double ionisation. Another observation in the C1s spectrum is a background which origin is similar to the O1s spectrum. I.e. it is primarily related to the large number of low energy electrons with random energies moving around in the apparatus.
In the corresponding coincidence map (not presented here) connected to the formation of the C1s -2 dication in its ground electronic state a clear straight line between the axis points at 91 eV (750 -659 eV) is observed. A large number of accidental coincidences can be seen also in this case. In particular, they seem to be located
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primarily close to the axes, which means that the two electrons have widely different energies. Fig. 3 shows the double ionisation S2p spectrum of the OCS molecule using the photon energy 520 eV. The double ionisation leads, in this case, to three final states associated with the S2p -2 electron configuration. In the spectrum, two well defined lines are observed at 373 eV and 380 eV, respectively. We assign these to the 3 P and 1 D states of the dication. The third state to be expected, 1 S, is most likely reflected by the line at 388 eV. This line is less well resolved though, and of the same relative intensity as the structures of the accompanying intensity due to the presence of background, so this assignment is less certain. However, in the spectrum of SF 6 (cf.
Ref. [25] ), the corresponding line is much better resolved from the background, and for this case the assignment is obvious, as also from a comparison with recently published spectra of H 2 S, SO 2 and CS 2 [21] . The theoretical energies are a few eV higher than the experimental values (cf. of the argon dication [26] [27] [28] . This difference can be explained by the higher atomic number of argon than of sulphur.
Using weighted averages of the multiplet states for the DIE, 376 eV, and the IE, 171 eV, the ratio DIE/IE is similar to that of the other atoms, 2.20. This strengthens the interpretation of the S2p orbital as primarily atomic like.
It has been observed also in many other cases (e.g. Ref. [21, 28] ), that the relative intensities between the 3 P, 1 D and 1 S final states disagree drastically from the statistical ratio of 9:5:1. In particular, the observed line corresponding to 3 P is much weaker than expected from these figures. As mentioned in Refs. [21, 28] , simple statistical arguments may not be sufficient to explain the behaviour, and further theoretical investigations are suggested. However, it may be rationalised in a simplistic manner, if the second electron is assumed to leave the system due to a classical-like collision with the photoelectron. The probability that the photoelectron hits an electron with the same spin in the same 2p shell is then 2/5 whereas it is 3/5
Uppsala University -OCS manuscriptDept. of Physics and Astronomy -9 -for the opposite spin. There is thus 40 % chance to create a triplet state in the dication and 60 % chance of creating a singlet state, which is at least qualitatively in fair agreement with the experimental spectrum. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding coincidence map where each data point is defined by the kinetic energies of the two electrons, e 1 and e 2 , separately represented on the horizontal and vertical axis, respectively. As can be seen, coincidences associated with the total kinetic energy sum of 140 eV and 147 eV form two clear straight lines between the points on the horizontal and vertical axes with this energy.
Some of the data points in Fig. 4 correspond to kinetic energies much larger than the maximum energy, 147 eV, and they are clearly associated with accidental events.
Some of the data points inside the "energetically allowed" region may also be due to such accidental events, but true coincidences in this region are expected to be present due to shake-up and shake-off processes.
At 1300 eV photon energy the ratio of fourfold coincidences from DCH formation to twofold coincidences from single core hole formation at the O atom was 9.2 (± 0.2)
⋅10
-5 . In view of the measured collection efficiency of about 0.5 ± .05, assumed to be independent of electron energy over the range involved, this implies a cross-section ratio between double and single ionisation of 3.7 (± 0.2) ⋅10 -4 at this photon energy.
Similarly the estimated cross-section ratio is for the C atom 3.7 (± 0.2) ⋅10 -4 at 750 eV photon energy and for the S atom 2.2 (± 0.2) ⋅10 -3 at 520 eV. Because the true collection efficiency is likely to be lower for the high energy photoelectrons from SCH formation, these ratios should be taken as upper limits.
The OCS Auger electron spectrum 
Conclusions
O1s, C1s and S2p core level double ionisation has been studied experimentally using a coincidence detection technique based on flight time measurements. The double ionisation energies were found to be 1172 and 659 eV for O1s and C1s, respectively.
For S2p double ionisation three final states can be reached, 3 
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